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Radioline makes LeWeb’14 available live on the radio
Paris, FRANCE – December 8th 2014 – Radioline, a leading radio aggregator in Europe, has
been chosen as a dedicated partner by the international conference LeWeb, to offer a live
broadcast of the event on its service, with a dedicated LeWeb’14 radio station.
LeWeb is THE international digital innovation conference. Every year, it gathers thousands of guests and
speakers worldwide. The event can be followed on YouTube and this new edition LeWeb’14 will also
allow listening to all the main speakers interviews live on the radio.
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Radioline will make the official LeWeb’14 radio station available on its service on the 9 , 10 and 11 of
December 2014, and will therefore allow all smartphones, tablets and laptops owners to listen to all the
conferences broadcasted live from the International Stage.
For all the people who can’t attend this new LeWeb edition, but also for all the visitors onsite, the
LeWeb’14 radio station will be another way for them to stay connected to the event « Digital radio is
growing at a very fast pace, and is now being listened to in any situation. We’re delighted to allow all the
persons interested by LeWeb to now listen to it live on the radio » says Geoffroy Robin, Radioline’s CoFounder & Managing Director.
Radioline will also be present onsite and will animate a LeWeb’14 Backstage radio station. This station
will interview all the visitors during this three days event and will be made available on Radioline’s
YouTube channel.
Radioline aggregates more than 35,000 News, Sports, Talk, Music radio stations and podcasts
worldwide, and will launch a brand new version of its service for the end of the year celebrations.
----About Radioline
Radioline, a leading radio aggregator in Europe, allows radio listeners to find their favorites shows &
tracks in a catalogue of 35,000 radio and podcasts from more than 130 countries. The service is built on
a highly-scalable, socially interactive cloud-based technology platform and enables high-fidelity content
streaming, massive channel aggregation, intelligent recommendation, advanced management, and
universal access via any mobile device, online PC, connected TVs and in-car digital solutions.
For more information visit: http://www.radioline.co.
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/RadiolineApp
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/Radioline_App
Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/RadiolineVideos
Instagram: http://www.instagram.com/RadiolineApp
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